Announcements
1. Homework 3 due Friday at noon (not 5 or Saturday or Sunday).

Regular Expressions

1. The closure properties of regular languages provide a way to describe regular languages by building them out of simpler regular languages using the operations union, product and closure.

2. The notation called regular expressions is based on this fact.

Definition: Given some finite alphabet Σ, we define e to be a regular expression if e is
- a for some a ∈ Σ
- ∅
- ε
- e₀ ∪ e₁, where e₀ and e₁ are regular expressions
- e₀ ◦ e₁ = e₀e₁ where e₀ and e₁ are regular expressions
- e₀* where e₀ is a regular expression.
- (e₀) where e₀ is a regular expression.

3. We view regular expressions as another formalism for describing languages. If e is a regular expression, the language defined by e is denoted by L(e) and defined recursively/inductively as follows:

Base clauses
- L(x) for some a ∈ Σ is just {a}
- L(∅) is ∅
- L(ε) is {ε}

Recursive clauses
- L(e₀ ∪ e₁) is L(e₀) ∪ L(e₁)
- L(e₀ ◦ e₁) is L(e₀)L(e₁)
- L(e₀*) is L(e₀)*
- L((e₀)) is L(e₀)

4. Given the closure properties we have just shown, it is clear that all regular expressions describe regular languages. It is also true, though far from clear, that every regular language can be described by some regular expression. Our first goal today will be to justify this claim.

5. Here are some languages one might want to describe with regular expressions
- Binary strings of length 2 or less: (0 ∪ 1 ∪ ε)(0 ∪ 1 ∪ ε).
- Binary strings that end in 110: (0 ∪ 1)*110.
- Binary strings that don’t end in 110: (0 ∪ 1 ∪ ε)(0 ∪ 1 ∪ ε) ∪ (0 ∪ 1)*1 ∪ 010 ∪ 00
- Binary strings that are multiples of 3:

6. The last example raises the question of whether or not every regular language can be described by a regular expression.

Generalize Nondeterministic Finite Automata

1. The book presents an algorithm that translates the description of a DFA into a regular expression describing the same language. The existence of and correctness of this algorithm proves that all regular languages are described by some regular expression.

2. To introduce this algorithm, let’s think about how we would convert the “divisible by 3” FDA we have considered previously into a regular expression:
3. Looking at the diagram for this machine, it is clear that for the machine to go from state 1 to state 2 and then get back to state 1 again, it must encounter an input substring described by the regular expression 01∗0. Given this fact, if we don’t really want to have to think about state 2, we could use the following diagram to capture the behavior of the machine.

4. This diagram is an example of what the text calls a generalized non-deterministic finite automata or GNFA. It is basically a NFA where instead of labeling transitions with simple symbols, we allow ourselves to use regular expressions. The idea is that the machine can move from one state to another if it finds a sequence of input symbols that match the regular expression on the edge connecting the states. The word “may” is critical here. Like an NFA, we assume this machine is very clever at guessing which strings to match with the regular expressions labeling its edges.

5. Just as we were able to eliminate state 2 in our diagram by adding an edge labeled with a regular expression to account for its absence we can also eliminate state 1.
   - In the reduced version of the machine, there is a path from m to 0 through 1 and there is also a path from 0 back to itself through 1. We will need to account for both paths with new edges.
   - To follow the path from m to 0 we must see a string that matches 1(01∗0)∗1.
   - To follow the path from 0 back to itself, we similarly must see a string that matches 1(01∗0)∗1.
   - This leads to the GNFA shown below.

6. We now have multiple edges from m to 0 and from 0 back to itself. In an NFA, this would not bother us. In a GNFA, however, since we have the power to use regular expressions as labels, we can eliminate such edges by creating a single edge labeled with the union of the regular expressions on the existing edges. Doing this to our machine yields.
7. At this point, you should be able to tell what regular expression describes the language of this machine. But it would be nice if we could continue the approach of removing nodes from the machine until we got to the point where we had a single edge labeled with the desired regular expression. This is hard to do when the machine reaches the point that all we have left is the only start state and the only final state and they are different states.

8. Given that we have ε-transitions, we can fix this by creating a single, external final state with ε-transitions going from what would normally be our final states to this new state.

9. Now we can use the same approach we used to eliminate states 1 and 2 to eliminate state 0 giving:

10. Amazingly, if you think about it you will (may?) realize that

\[(0 \cup (1(01^*0)))(0 \cup (1(01^*0)))^*\]

actually does describe the language of binary numbers divisible by 3.

**Languages that are not regular**

1. We have seen two distinct examples regular expressions that (should/might) describe the same language — binary representations of numbers divisible by 3: Jason’s and

\[(0 \cup 11 \cup 10(1 \cup 00)^*01)(0 \cup 11 \cup 10(1 \cup 00)^*01)^*\]

2. After spending hours making up the slides showing how to extract a regular expression for a language from a DFA that recognizes the language, I could not help thinking that it would be nice to have some sort of “regular expression checker” that would tell me for sure that two regular expressions actually do describe the same languages.

3. If you think about it, you will realize that what I really wanted was a **decider** for the language:

\[L_{EQ-RE} = \{e = e' | e & e' are regular expressions over \Sigma and L(e) = L(e')\}\]

4. This language is a bit more interesting than most of the examples we have been talking about so far this semester. Certainly, it would be harder for you to write a program that decided whether an input belonged to this language than it would be to decide if a binary string represented a number divisible by 3.
5. If this problem does not impress you, consider the similar problem for a language somewhat richer than the language of regular expressions:

\[ L_{EQ-Java} = \{ j = j' \mid j \& j' \text{ are Java programs that behave identically} \} \]

Those in the know might even suspect that writing a program to recognize strings that belong to this language is more than difficult.

6. For now, let’s stick to regular languages and ask whether a set like

\[ L_{EQ-RE} = \{ e = e' \mid e \& e' \text{ are regular expressions over } \Sigma \text{ and } L(e) = L(e') \} \]

is regular.